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Smartbnb gives you the ability to automate the entire
review process.  Once set up, you will never have to

leave another review again.
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REVIEW TEMPLATE NUMBER 1
 

REVIEW TO BE LEFT 3 DAYS AFTER CHECK-OUT

%guest_first_name% was such a great guest! 

 

%guest_first_name% was so respectful and an absolute pleasure to deal with.  

 

I’d be super happy to welcome back %guest_first_name%  anytime. The house was left

immaculate. 

 

Highly recommended!
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REVIEW TEMPLATE NUMBER 2
 

REVIEW TO BE LEFT 3 DAYS AFTER CHECK-OUT

%guest_first_name% was such a lovely guest. 

 

Communication was as smooth as can be,  the place was left in great condition, super

clean and tidy. 

 

I'd welcome back %guest_first_name% anytime.
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REVIEW TEMPLATE NUMBER 3
 

REVIEW TO BE LEFT 3 DAYS AFTER CHECK-OUT

What more can I say, %guest_first_name% left the house immaculate!  

 

Super clean and tidy, I couldn't recommend %guest_first_name% highly enough.  

 

An absolute pleasure to host, and welcome back anytime.
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WHY I LEAVE A 3 DAY DELAY BEFORE
LEAVING REVIEWS

 

 

 

I like to leave a three day window before leaving reviews for a few of reasons.  

 

Firstly, if there has been any issues with the property (damage, items stolen etc)

them I have time to override the automated review to leave one manually.

 

Secondly, if the guest has been a nightmare and they've complained their whole

trip, I also like to have the flexibility to go in an leave an honest review before my

automated one kicks in.

 

Thirdly, if there's been any issues during a guests stay, I find that leaving a bit of a

cooling off period after they've checked out usually eases any tension and lets the

guest reflect on their trip as a whole, rather than focusing on any minor issues.

 

 


